compensate for auto-activation. Thus, it is possible to optimize two-hybrid selection conditions based on the auto-activation level of the individual bait (by varying 3-amino-triazole concentration in the medium). Given the small number of proteins in the genome that would bind to the GAL DNA sites (or other sequences) in the reporter construct, frequency of auto-activation by prey-AD fusions is insignificant compared to that caused by bait-BD fusions, and after prey pooling selection conditions can still be optimized for individual baits when necessary.
The SPA scheme for pooling 16 (¼ 2 4 ) strains using the poolingdeconvolution method is illustrated in Supplementary Figure 1 online. Briefly, 16 strains are mixed into 4 pairs of pools (pairs 0-3), with 8 (¼ 2 3 ) strains per pool. For example, strain 4 will be pooled into the '-' pool of pairs 3 and 2, and the '+' pool of pairs 1 and 0. This pooling scheme has two important properties of deconvolution and redundancy. First, deconvolution is possible because every strain is pooled into 4 different pools (one from each pair), so if one of the 16 strains is two hybrid-positive (for a given bait) then 4 of the 8 pools will yield a positive colony. Thus we can deconvolute the identity of the two-hybrid positive strain owing to its presence only in a specific combination of 4 pools and absence in the other pools.
The second important property of SPA is the built-in redundancy. Using the example in Supplementary Figure 1 , each AD strain is tested four times against the bait resulting in a situation that is equivalent to four separate individual screens. This inherent replication can facilitate removal of false positives because false positives are unlikely to be observed reproducibly. Likewise, replicated screens will cover more true positives, because losing the same true positive repeatedly as a result of experimental variation is also less likely. In general, this scheme generates 2n pools from 2 n strains, with a built-in 'screen redundancy' of n. Thus, when the number of strains is increased exponentially, for example, from 16 (¼ 2 4 ) to 32 (¼ 2 5 ), the number of pools only needs to be increased linearly, that is, from 8 (¼ 2 Â 4) to 10 (¼ 2 Â 5).
We constructed SPA arrays from a published yeast genome-wide two-hybrid AD array, which has been successfully used to screen hundreds of bait proteins 7, 8 . It contains B6,000 AD strains which are maintained in 64 96-well plates. To determine screen sensitivity on the pool arrays, we constructed three sets of smart pool arrays (SPA-4, SPA-5, SPA-6) with pool sizes of 8, 16 and 32 AD strains, resulting in screen redundancies of 4, 5 and 6, respectively. For example, to construct SPA-4, all the AD strains in the original prey array were divided into sets of 16 (¼ 2 4 ) strains. For each 16-strain set, we constructed 8 pools ( Supplementary Fig. 1 We next illustrate the use of SPA arrays for two-hybrid screening using the three pool sizes above. An example of screening one bait strain against pool array SPA-6, in which each spot represents a pool of 32 (¼ 2 5 ) strains is illustrated in Figure 1a . Screening on this three-plate array represents a complete screen of all 6,144 yeast AD strains, with a screening redundancy of six ( Table 1) . Compared to screening the original array with a minimum twofold redundancy, which requires 32 selection plates, using SPA-6 requires only 3 plates, thus increasing the screen efficiency by over one order of magnitude ( Table 1) .
We illustrate prey-bait deconvolution with SPA-6 ( Fig. 1a) , where a 'pool family' (Supplementary Note) consists of 12 (¼ 2 Â 6) smart pools representing 64 AD strains. Because most yeast proteins bind to only 3-10 other proteins 9 , each set of 64 strains on SPA-6 most likely contains zero or only one two hybrid-positive strain (Supplementary Note). Therefore, the identity of the positive strain in a 64-strain set can be uniquely deconvoluted (to '+' or '-' profiles only) from the pattern of the corresponding 12 spots (Fig. 1a,  example 1) . However, when a 64-strain set contains more than one positive AD strain, there will be deconvolution ambiguity ('?' profiles). False positive or false negative spots can also cause '?' or 'n' in the profile, but the profile can still be partially deconvoluted (Fig. 1a, examples 2 and 3) . Profile degeneracy ('?' or 'n') is discussed further in Supplementary Note. Briefly, '?' and 'n' will each be considered to encompass '+' and '-' . For example, '+ + ? +' will be partially deconvoluted to two possibilities ('+ + + +' or '+ + -+'); and '+ + n +' yields the same two possibilities. Hits that show up only once ('nonreproducible' hits, such as example 4 in Fig. 1a) will be removed as false positives because false positive spots usually lack reproducibility.
We screened each of the five bait strains (Glc7, Lsm8, Nse3, Pcf11 and Pho85) against SPA-4, SPA-5 and SPA-6 to assess the per-
Different SPA arrays identified comparable number of hits ( Table 2 ). The reproducibility information can help us remove false positive signals. For example, in SPA-5 screening, although (38 out of 94 (B40%) hits were 'non-reproducible' (only one positive pair in the pool family), among the 56 'reproducible' hits, only 4 hits were reproduced below 3 times and 9 hits below 4 times ( Table 2 ). This strongly indicates that the 'nonreproducible' hits are caused by false positive signals, and screening in SPA format can remove them efficiently.
It is important to test whether screening sensitivity is compromised when pool size is increased. We conclude that increasing pool size from 8 to 32 does not compromise the sensitivity of detecting the reproducible hits, because all three SPA arrays covered about the a Encoding capacity is the number of strains a pool family can cover. The original array with single AD strains can be considered as SPA-1 array with one strain per pool. b Thirty-two plates are needed in practice when using the original array (to obtain a minimal screening redundancy of 2). The number of plates needed when using SPA arrays does not change. same number of reproducible hits as those from independent data sets, including data from our pairwise retest experiments and other independent screening projects (Supplementary Note and Supplementary Table 3 online). It is promising that although SPA-6 represents a much bigger pool size than SPA-5, the numbers of reproducible hits generated by screening SPA-5 and SPA-6 are almost the same ( Table 2 and Supplementary Table 3 ). This trend is also illustrated in Figure 1b . It is evident that most highly reproducible hits on one SPA array can be detected on the other SPA arrays with high reproducibility also, whereas very few nonreproducible hits are common across different SPA arrays. Finally, we compared the deconvolution performance of the SPA arrays. A large fraction of 'reproducible' (Z2) hits (450%) can be unambiguously deconvoluted ( Table 2) . Most of the ambiguous hits can be deconvoluted fairly easily because hits with degenerate profiles can still be partially deconvoluted. Deconvolution ambiguity may be further clarified computationally with the help of bioinformatic predictions and genomic or proteomic data sets [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , or by reciprocal (pairwise) confirmation. Ambiguity can also be resolved experimentally by testing the unresolved preys individually or, more efficiently, by using a 'reshuffled' pooling configuration (analogous to bait reshuffling as we previously described 5 ). The additional deconvolution experiments to resolve ambiguity ('ambiguity burden') represent a very small number (o1 plate for the 5 baits) compared to that required by a duplicate screen of the original array without pooling (160 ¼ 5 Â 32 plates; Supplementary Table 4 online).
Pools
In summary, we constructed the first yeast two-hybrid SPAs of the S. cerevisiae genome and demonstrated their utility in two-hybrid screening at the genomic scale. SPA combines the advantages of both two-hybrid array screening and library screening approaches. Pooling of arrays greatly reduces array size and can increase screening efficiency by an order of magnitude. The identities of hits can be deduced without the need for extensive sequencing or secondary mating steps. The built-in redundancy in SPA facilitates efficient removal of false positive signals. Pooling does not compromise sensitivity of detecting highly reproducible hits, and once prepared, the AD strain pools can be maintained indefinitely and used repeatedly. The SPA system will greatly ease the efforts of interactome mapping and improve data quality, and should also be applicable to other large-scale efforts including screening small molecules that disrupt protein-protein interactions 15 .
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Methods website. ¼ 2
Uniquely deconvoluted SPA-4  108  38  70  10  8  52  NA  NA  48  SPA-5  94  38  56  4  5  5  42  NA  40  SPA-6  88  30  58  10  3  3  10  32  31 For example, for SPA-4 array, a total of 108 hits were identified, and 70 of these were reproduced at least twice among all 4 SPA pairs; 10, 8 and 52 of the reproducible hits were observed for 2, 3 and 4 times, respectively; 48 hits can each be deconvoluted to one prey. NA, not applicable.
